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Abstract: How do teacher candidates develop their knowledge in second language 
literacy to support their students in a Professional Development School (PDS)? 
This article reports preliminary findings of a qualitative study that investigates 
the learning process of single-subject credential candidates in a pilot urban PDS 
site where they co-taught and co-learned in an English Language Development 
(ELD) program through an on-site seminar credential class. Data collection 
included, but was not limited to, researcher observational fieldnotes, candidate 
reflections, term papers, and transcripts of interviews and performances. The 
study finds that in an interactive, social learning space created by the PDS 
setting, teacher candidates challenged their assumptions about learning English 
among immigrant students, as well as identified language learning opportunities 
in traditional worksheet-based activities and a communicative project. 
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Dear Fanglin1, 
I loved the puppet show you and your class performed and had fun helping you prepare 
for it. It made me very proud to watch you on stage. You pronounced all the words 
perfectly and paused after every exclamation point. You even put emotion into the words, 
and all of that while so many people were watching! My time at Bayside is almost over 
and I will be teaching my own class very soon. I will always remember you greeting me 
every Wednesday with a big smile and a warm hello. Thank you Fanglin, good luck in 
your studies! Best wishes, Ms. Kristen (Teacher Candidate, note to Fanglin, her student 
partner, at the end of the semester) 

Fanglin is a recent immigrant student in an American public school, as the student population has 
been undergoing steady demographic changes in the country over the past decades. With an 
increasing enrollment rate from ninety to ninety-three percent between 1980 and 2009, the 
number of school-age children who spoke a language other than English at home rose from 4.7 to 
11.2 million, or from ten to twenty-one percent of the population in this age range (U. S. 
Department of Education, 2012). Language diversity has become the new norm in everyday 
school life. In California, for example, the percentage of public school students participating in 
programs for English language learners (ELs) rose from twenty-six percent to twenty-nine percent 
between 2002 and 2011 (U. S. Department of Education, 2013). There were about 1.4 million 
ELs in public schools in 2011-2012 (California Department of Education, 2013). Since the No 
Child Left Behind Act of 2001, accountability and standardized testing have become pressing 

1 All names are pseudonyms. 
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buzzwords for educational policies in the United States. This in turn has increased the number of 
ELs in mainstream classrooms without making good use of their L1 resources and without 
preparing teachers accordingly (Lucas & Villegas, 2013). Despite the demographic changes, 
research shows that mainstream teachers are not sufficiently prepared for ELs (Waxman & Tellez, 
2002; Rubinstein-Avila & Lee, 2014), especially those in secondary schools who struggle between 
low academic achievement and high dropout rates (Major, 2006). School teachers, like Kristen, 
urgently need the experience and pedagogical, linguistic knowledge to address the challenges of 
students like Fanglin.  

Educational researchers have put forth several theoretical frameworks to guide teacher 
preparation programs in the new era of linguistic diversity. For instance, Fillmore and Snow 
(2002) lays out what classroom teachers need to know about language, from oral to written, and 
from socialization to academic language. Lucas, Villegas, and Freedson-Gonzalez (2008) 
describes linguistically responsive pedagogical practices to promote candidates’ awareness and 
understanding of teaching language and content at the same time. Turkan, de Oliveira, Lee, and 
Phelps (2014) proposes a disciplinary linguistic knowledge base for teachers to understand and 
model the academic discourse of their content areas in order to further engage ELs. To 
operationalize these principles, the researchers argue for well-designed university courses on the 
linguistic, sociolinguistic, and sociocultural aspects of language learning and teaching (Fillmore & 
Snow, 2002), well-grounded assessment of linguistic knowledge of content areas (Turkan et al., 
2014), and field opportunities for candidates to spend time and complete required coursework 
with ELs (Lucas, Villegas, & Freedson-Gonzalez, 2008). 

In practice, scaffolding and differentiation based on clear understanding of language 
demands and goals are among the many effective pedagogical strategies for ELs. They are widely 
discussed in teacher preparation programs and assessed (e.g., in the Performance Assessment for 
California Teachers that has been adopted by teacher preparation programs nationwide).2  The 
strategies refer to careful instructional steps to make content accessible and to modify learning 
tasks according to the strengths and needs of ELs at various stages of mastery of English (see 
Rothenberg & Fisher, 2007). However, research shows that some secondary teachers feel ill-
prepared in this regard (e.g., Rubinstein-Avila & Lee, 2014) because of “limited preparation for 
teaching content to ELs” (p. 189). When observing closely in the classroom, researchers find that 
such frequently-visited topics as differentiation, grouping, and scaffolding in methods courses are 
not being translated smoothly into effective classroom teaching (Coady, Harper & De Jong, 
2015). The perilous gap between university courses and classroom teaching is evident, as the 
researchers argue.  

To fill the gap between theory and practice, researchers study programs that attempt to 
contextualize teacher preparation in a sociocultural process of language learning in EL 
communities (Coady, Harper, & De Jong, 2015; García, Arias, Murri & Serna, 2010). For 
instance, small-scale research projects in credential courses assign case studies of ELs and their 
communities to push candidates’ understanding of their challenges and resources. Jurchan and 
Morano (2010) documents a case study project in which teacher candidates collected extensive 
qualitative data from their one-on-one tutoring experience with K-12 ELs, as well as data from 
the institutional definition of ELs via test scores, policies, and resources. The purpose is to raise 
candidates’ awareness of the sociopolitical impact on learning, the crucial role classroom teachers 
play in EL’s development, and the nature of language learning. Besides course-based research 
projects, candidates are introduced to service-learning activities to develop empathy and 

2 See https://scale.stanford.edu/teaching/pact 
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pedagogical skills to work with ELs (e.g., Fan, 2013; Hadjioannou & Hutchinson, 2010). In a 
graduate social studies methods course, twelve teachers designed and conducted a serve-learning, 
interdisciplinary project to encourage their elementary school students to become critical thinkers 
and activists for social change (Ponder, Veldt, & Lewis-Ferrell, 2011). Dove and Honigsfeld 
(2010) describes seven co-teaching models in a K-12 setting that involve collaborations among in-
service teachers in various departments – ELD, general education, and subject areas. The 
collaborations encourage positive dispositions and strong leadership among teachers in supporting 
ELs. 

 Still, researchers and teacher educators have yet to investigate what it looks like for pre-
service content area teachers to understand language learning and teaching in a community of 
ELs. Many existing studies either are limited by the scope and time of a university course isolated 
from ELs or involve only elementary school teacher candidates. More research on secondary 
school candidates’ learning with (rather than about) ELs and about effective teaching (and 
learning) strategies for ELs is needed. 

PDS as Social Learning Spaces for Language Learners and Teachers 

Professional development schools (PDSs), first proposed by the Holmes Group in 1986, offer 
both a practical platform for meaningful field experiences and a reflective tool with which teacher 
candidates integrate first-hand knowledge about students into teaching, and theory into practice, 
under the tutelage of schoolteachers and university instructors (Gebhard, 1998). The PDS is a 
descendant of the laboratory schools of the early 20th century. Guided by an inquiry approach, 
candidates learn to plan, teach, and work alongside more experienced teachers. University- and 
school-based faculty also work collaboratively to design and implement PDS learning experiences 
for new teachers, as well as for school children. Teacher education is thus transformed from the 
front-loading of knowledge and skills in teaching and management to experimentations through 
direct and regular collaboration with school sites. Wong and Glass (2011) write that PDSs have 
changed  

(1) what student teachers did instructionally during their student teaching and field
experiences; (2) how student teachers engaged more broadly with school sites and pupils;
(3) how university faculty members interacted with school teachers and, more important,
pupils; and (4) how cooperating teachers and other school personnel were prepared to
partner with university faculty members and candidates to design and deliver
instruction…. These innovations all contributed to building a foundation – of new 
relationships, new roles, new practices, new dispositions – on which all adults increasingly 
focused on student learning and their contributions to it (p. 407). 

PDSs are often documented in the research literature as intervention tools that promote 
self-reflection. They may, for instance, be led by an experienced school teacher to observe 
students with learning disabilities, plan an instructional intervention, and assess and compare 
student performance (Baker, 1999). In other cases, teacher candidates are part of the institutional 
operations that provide resources to students, their parents, and communities (Trachtman, 2007). 
On this highly contextualized, communicative platform, teacher candidates gain insights into and 
reflect on the learning process and their own teaching effectiveness as tutors, whereas struggling 
students receive focused instruction and one-on-one attention.  
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 Sharing the four goals of PDSs to “enhance pupil learning, improve field experiences for 
candidates, engage K-16 educators in continuous and targeted professional development, and use 
action research to inform teaching and learning in schools” (Wong & Glass, 2009, p. 8), a PDS 
can be viewed as a set of “social learning spaces” (Basile & Gutierrez, 2011, p. 520) where all 
participants – K-12 teachers, students, staff and administration, university faculty, and teacher 
candidates – bring expertise and resources to their learning partners and at the same time 
“negotiate the mutual relevance of their respective experience” (Wenger, 2009, p. 5). More than a 
decade ago, scholars recognized the potential benefits of PDS to all participating members in 
second language teacher education (both the world language teachers and the English as a second 
language teachers), for it creates meaningful opportunities for candidates to become ethnographic 
observers and classroom-based researchers to examine and reflect on skills, beliefs, and practices 
(Vélez-Rendón, 2002). Even though “[o]nly one publication was located that describes a PDS 
partnership between a foreign language teacher education program and a local school” in Vélez-
Rendón’s review in 2002 (p. 465), Wong and Glass (2011) examined new literature since then 
and finds many narrative accounts of how PDSs significantly transform the teacher preparation 
program by, for instance, using student teachers as tutors in their field experience. Beyond 
language learning and teaching, Gebhard (1998) reveals through descriptions and analysis of a 
PDS between an elementary school in Los Angeles and a California State University that the 
practice nurtures leadership, develops the recruitment and induction of new teachers, and creates 
communication structures for candidates to reflect on their learning as teachers and to investigate 
student learning over time, among many other benefits. 

The social spaces provided by the PDS are vital in terms of a sociocultural perspective on 
learning as dynamic social practice in which every participant plays an active role in constructing 
the experience and in using language as a symbolic tool (Rogoff, 2003; Vygotsky, 1978). For 
language teachers, “the capacity of persons, the organization of verbal means for socially defined 
purposes, and the sensitivity of rules to situations” (Hymes, 1972, p. 71) can be investigated, 
designed, and negotiated, respectively, in a context where traditional front-loading of theory and 
method gives way to purposeful partnership with language teachers in local schools, outside 
university seminar courses. In such spaces, teachers and students share past experiences, 
understand their changing social roles in relation with other participants, anticipate actions 
through the interaction of situations and events, and study how language itself works in the 
classroom – a community of practice – on a daily basis (Hymes, 1974; Lave & Wenger, 1991). 
For language teachers, the PDS offers a natural setting for a variety of communicative and 
authentic activities (e.g., participants checking on project progress, sharing ideas and experiences, 
or having more focused one-on-one conversations) that directly benefit student learning.  

Houston, Hollis, Clay, Ligons and Roff (1999) studies the impact of PDS on candidates’ 
instructional practice and knowledge using mixed methods with participants from across 
elementary and secondary schools in Texas. The researchers found that due to longer time in 
schools, broader school-based collaborative activities, and extensive supervision, candidates were 
able to interact more effectively with students in the classroom in teaching and classroom 
management. Similarly, in a larger mixed-methods project that covers 12 PDS sites and about 180 
participants (PDS candidates, non-PDS candidates, master teachers) in Equity Network PDS in 
California, Wong and Glass (2005) report on more positive learning outcomes for PDS 
candidates, which include better mentor relationships, classroom experiences, and understanding 
of urban schools and diverse student populations. A review of similar research between 2000 and 
2010 on the impact of PDS preparation on teacher candidates reports that candidates use more 
varied teaching methods, have more knowledge about school and community beyond the 
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classroom, and are ready to teach in urban settings (Castle & Reilly, 2011). Although studies of 
deliberate programming for PDS candidates on school campuses include intervention tutoring and 
curriculum projects that target underrepresented and high-needs students and particular content 
areas in PDS (see Wong & Glass, 2011), little is known regarding what has been done with ELs 
in PDS classrooms.  

Given the need for situating teacher preparation in community-based practices and the gap 
in literature on candidates’ learning with ELs in a PDS setting, this article describes the 
preliminary findings of the learning process of single-subject credential teacher candidates in an 
urban PDS middle school where they co-taught and co-learned in an ELD program. In particular, 
the article aims to contribute to the urgent need in teacher education to facilitate teacher 
candidates’ inquiries into second language learning in order to address the changing demographics 
in public schools. The author asks how candidates develop their knowledge in second language 
literacy to support their EL partners in this PDS setting. The project reported in this article was a 
pilot before the institutionalization of a PDS partnership with the middle school and its district; 
nonetheless, findings will shed light on ways to create conditions for effective teacher preparation 
for language diversity and sustainable collaboration with local school communities.  
 
The Site 
 
Bayside Middle School serves over 500 students from a socioeconomically disadvantaged and 
ethnically diverse community in a major California city. As a result of the district restructuring 
efforts in some neighborhood schools, Bayside, whose student body was primarily Latino, African 
American, and Pacific Islander, witnessed a sharp increase in student population in the past 
several years, with recent immigrants in particular. In 2011, more than forty percent of its 
students were classified as ELs. The number has since then been steadily rising as new students 
arrive at various points of time during the academic year. Despite the fact that the school 
celebrated a 40-point gain in the API in the 2010-2011 academic year across all ethnic groups and 
a high attendance rate of 98%, one urgent challenge is addressing the needs of the influx of 
immigrant students (all classified as ELs) and the need for effective instruction to which they are 
entitled. 

One solution that Bayside implemented was to reconfigure its ELD department from a 
one-room one-teacher program to a three-classroom, multilevel, multi-subject matter program. 
The ELs were grouped into three morning English classes of basic, basic-to-intermediate, and 
intermediate-to-advanced levels, based on students’ language testing results from the California 
English Language Development Tests (CELDT). Afternoon ELD courses were content based. 
Students were regrouped into 6th, 7th, and 8th grade-level math, science, and social studies 
classes taught by the same three instructors respectively. The three ELD teachers planned both a 
morning language course and three afternoon content-based courses for math, science, and social 
studies. With the help of a literacy coach sent from the district, they also co-planned under the 
state English language development standards. Even though the new class configuration was 
designed to support student learning in both English and other subjects, classroom instruction was 
challenging due to lack of resources and manpower when much differentiation was needed to 
address a range of language levels, according to the lead ELD teacher at Bayside. On the one 
hand, some students were close to ready for mainstream classrooms because of their knowledge 
of the subject matter and improved English proficiency; on the other hand, two to three new 
immigrant students with little exposure to English arrived every month, posing a great challenge 
to instructional planning for both the language class and the subject matter. 
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Context of the Study 

With the university’s mission to better prepare candidates for ELs and Bayside’s need to better 
serve its students, a Northern California public university and Bayside initialized a PDS pilot. At 
its earliest stage, the program enrolled twenty-five teacher candidates in a three-credit-bearing 
teacher education seminar course taught on the Bayside campus, making it possible for candidates 
to have regular contacts with their EL students and collaborating teachers. Among the twenty-five 
candidates, fourteen were female and eleven male. They were trained in a variety of subjects, 
namely English language arts (4), Math (4), Science (3), Social Studies (9), Physical Education 
(3), and Art (2). Except for five candidates who regularly spoke Cantonese, Tagalog, or Spanish 
at home, others identified themselves as monolingual with minimum exposure to and experience 
with EL students. Twenty-one reported that this was their first time focusing on EL and second 
language development processes. At Bayside, about forty ELs participated in the study. They 
were 6th and 7th graders speaking Spanish, Chinese (Mandarin and Cantonese), Arabic, and 
Tagalog. Three ELD teachers and the school principal also joined the team effort to have the 
students meet the teacher candidates regularly for planned language learning activities throughout 
the semester.  

This ethnographic case study (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995) required detailed and 
meticulous data collection and analysis. The university professor collected an extensive dataset 
that included fifty researcher fieldnotes and analytic memos detailing class activities, two surveys 
and ten candidate journals on progress and struggles, thirty hours of audio and video clips of third 
period partner time, two hours of video footage of an end-of-semester puppet show, EL 
information (proficiency level, demographics, etc.), correspondence among participants, and 
interview transcripts, during the semester-long team planning and instruction. Analysis of the 
dataset in its entirety involved repeated reading, organizing and categorizing of data. Guided by 
the research question of how candidates develop and reflect on their knowledge in second 
language literacy to support their EL student partners in a PDS setting, the inductive process 
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Erickson, 1986) entailed organizing all data by candidate name, 
by ELD class, and in chronological order. After reading the whole data set multiple times, the 
researcher/university professor developed preliminary coding around (a) candidates’ knowledge 
of home languages (L1) and second languages (L2) development (e.g., communicative 
competence, language transfer); (b) the kind of instructional decisions that responded to this 
knowledge (e.g., teaching vocabulary, writing, pronunciation); (c) the ways that (a) and (b) 
interrelated over time and influenced candidates’ previous experience, assumptions, and 
knowledge building; and (d) different geographic, cultural, and social spaces made possible in 
PDS settings and their impact on candidate learning. The findings will shed light on innovative 
ways and conditions to support content area teachers to be better prepared for ELs. The 
following sections illustrate how an EL-focus PDS model was created for the candidates and the 
ELs, what knowledge about learning English the candidates focused on over time, and how 
working with ELs and other teachers benefitted their development as language teachers during the 
14-week long on-site credential training at Bayside.
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Building a Learning Village: An EL-focus Model 

One vital factor to promote language learning is creating an environment that values the 
sociocultural nature of learning among all students and their support system (Lopez & Iribarren, 
2014). It truly takes a village. This PDS community, the “village,” hosts EL students and teacher 
candidates, as well as ELD teachers, each playing an active role in the cultural practices 
of learning and teaching (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In a preparation program that rigorously 
addressed equity, social justice, and culturally responsive pedagogy, the majority of the 
candidates felt excited to meet ELs in person, but “worry [they] may fail miserably in 
front of [their] ELs” (Candidate survey results). Their initial survey revealed that 70% of the 
candidates doubted their ability to help ELs as language teachers. To scaffold their learning 
with the ELs, a collaborative learning community was created to respond to the particular 
resources in the Bayside school community and an interdependent relationship among all 
involved. This learning community was structured in such a way that language practices were 
spontaneous, fluid, and responsive to the actual interactions among members in an anxiety-free 
environment. The seminars at Bayside made it possible for candidates to share time and space 
with ELs on a weekly basis. Thanks to this group effort, the three-hour seminar was 
divided into two regular segments – planning and reflection among candidates, and 
classroom observation and group work with ELs. The former was dedicated to such seminar 
content as language learning theories and lesson planning; the latter to team projects with 
ELs. 

As Figure 1 reveals, all members had something to offer to, and learn from one 
another. Candidates worked closely with ELs with support from the university professor and ELD 
teachers on teaching strategies and disposition. Through teamwork, candidates observed their EL 
partners, participated in their language learning activities, and reflected on the 
transformation of their understanding and skills (Vélez-Rendón, 2002). ELs, at the center of the 
community, were not the receivers of language instruction, but active producers of English 
with attentive listeners and helpers around them. In their letters to their student teacher 
partners, many students expressed how “free” and “confident” they felt when their “friend 
teachers” were truly interested in their stories and questions. The collaborative practice 
is not an intervention by a distinct learning/teaching method, but rather the construction 
of a “village” where members make sense of, and aim at, the most productive ways to learn 
English with less anxiety and in their own pace (Lucas & Villegas, 2013). 
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Figure 1. An EL-focus PDS model at Bayside. 

Reflecting on the Basics of the English Language 

The safe and stress-free learning environment promotes candidate understanding of what develops 
in language learning and how to make language learning happen in classrooms. It was clear on the 
candidates’ first day in the ELD classrooms that the main learning activities – lectures, teacher-led 
discussions, and worksheet routines – were centered around the building blocks of English 
language vocabulary, grammar, and sentence structures, or the “basics” (Dyson, 2013). The 
textbook-based ELD instruction at the beginning of the semester reflected a strong influence from 
traditional views of language learning as a linear progression of acquiring linguistic features 
(Valdés, 2001); still, it presented the reality and authenticity of language instruction for ELs in 
public schools. From spelling, pronunciation, word definition to functions, tense, parts of speech, 
and from worksheets to inquiry, the candidates examined, through observation, how students 
responded to the basics and explored conditions where the basics could truly become useful tools 
for students.  

Form vs. Meaning 

During a typical grammar activity on present participles, Kristen, Ada, and David were discussing 
with three students how the praying mantis got its name. The plan was to explain that the present 
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participle – a verb in its –ing form – can be used as an adjective to describe a noun – a performer 
of the action identified by the participle. The group conversation, however, grew into 
distinguishing two intriguing phrases, the praying mantis versus the preying mantis. Both seemed 
to make sense at first. Kristen described herself as “stumped” as her student.  

I did not know the answer [to how the praying mantis gets its name before reading the 
grammar note on present participles]. I assumed it was because it looked like it was 
praying, but then I heard David explain it was because it preyed on its male partner. What 
was confusing for me was the spelling of ‘praying’ mantis. The ‘a’ versus the ‘e’ in the 
word meant a world of difference. When I drew a picture of a cross and put my hands 
together and gestured that I was praying to it, [the student] understood that, but could not 
see how it related to the mantis (Candidate Kristen, fieldnote). 

As documented in their fieldnotes, candidates tried to gesture as in prayer, comparing the 
postures of a prayer and a mantis. They took turns to argue how “praying” or “preying” would 
help convey the image and actions of a mantis. Students nodded and tallied their vote on 
“praying” or “preying” with the help of their digital dictionary. Several Chinese girls believed that 
“preying” was appropriate because the mantis was “a good (skillful) predator” rather than “a quiet 
person in a temple.” The group enjoyed a conversation that “transformed [present participles] 
from static rules to communicative resources” (Dyson, 2013, p. 5). The negotiations reminded the 
candidates that “[l]earning and teaching English should not just focus on grammatical rules 
(though I do need to review my own knowledge in grammar). Rather, students need to 
communicate meaning while learning to use the grammar tools” (Candidate Ada, fieldnote). This 
revelation is no new knowledge, as the notion of communicative competence in language learning, 
together with best practices to promote students’ communication skills, has been highlighted in 
second language learning textbooks and scholarly publications (Richards & Rodgers, 2014; 
Rothenberg & Fisher, 2007). Nonetheless, it was only after a conversation with their ELs about 
what foundational, linguistic, and sociolinguistic knowledge makes sense in their learning and how 
students made sense of the basic language features (in this case, the grammatical function of a 
gerund) that the candidates started examining the rules of the language and ELs' response to the 
basics.  

Impact from First Language 

Similarly, the groups tackled confusions about parts of speech and the semantic (or pragmatic) 
use of utterances. For example, Wayne documented an exchange with his student, Jack, when he 
greeted him one day.  

I sit down and ask him, “Hey Jack, how are you doing?” I get the regular response, 
“huh?” So, I repeat it again, but slowly. He hears me better this time and answers me, 
“Oh, one-fifty and one-sixty.” I’m confused so I ask him to repeat it, “huh?” He points to 
his book and says, “I’m doing one-fifty and one-sixty.” I realize that he thinks I had said, 
“What are you doing?” as opposed to “How you are doing?” So I emphasize to him that I 
asked how he was doing. I gave him ideas of what he can say in response to someone 
asking him that. “How you are doing? So, you can say, ‘I’m doing well.’ Or you can say, 
‘I’m tired.’” He nods and we move on (Candidate Wayne, fieldnote).  
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Many candidates shared Wayne’s experience. In their reflection, the candidates agreed that 
EL students might not be so attuned to minute changes in language form (how vs what in the 
sentence) as native speakers until experimenting with the language in real social interactions. In 
Mandarin, which is Jack’s L1, the word “do(ing)” would make better sense based on translation if 
paired with “what” than with “how,” and would not have any indication of general greeting. 
Jack’s puzzled look and unexpected response suggested a need for candidates to offer a 
comfortable environment for ELs to play with the language without feeling humiliated and more 
importantly, to show ELs how they are using their L1 to help convey the meaning. This critical 
discussion on the transfer from L1 to L2 (English) will build ELs analytical skills in learning the 
language.  

Sounding Out vs. Comprehension 

One commonly shared struggle among candidates was ELs’ not yet “being able to sound out 
reasonable spellings” (Dyson, 2013, p. 3), by breaking sentences and words down to syllables. In 
their journals, candidates argued strongly in favor of getting students’ pronunciation and 
intonation right, or creating a beat, as described by Andy. 

After a few times saying it [photosynthesis] slowly, I would ask [my student] to say the 
word faster in the tune of a catchy beat. The process of picking up the beat made her 
memorize the way it should be said when she saw the word again. Creating a beat to the 
word made it fun and helped [her] retain the proper way to pronounce photosynthesis in a 
fun way (Candidate Andy, fieldnote).  

However, candidates soon realized that sounding out was not helping students with their 
understanding of texts, even though they believed otherwise at the beginning of the collaboration 
before course readings and discussions. Anne was one of the few candidates noticing her 
students’ struggle, as well as her own.  

I could tell [my students] strive to understand English in every aspect of the language and 
were working very hard at it, but perhaps I should not have thought that they would get it 
after several rounds of reading aloud (Candidate Anne, fieldnote).  

Beth further detailed a failed attempt to rely on sounding out to strengthen reading 
comprehension.  

I try to get [my student] to read the sentences out loud so that he is reading for meaning, 
but he dismissed my attempts to get him to refocus. He would rather just look up the 
words or try to guess so that he can get the meaning faster (Candidate Beth, fieldnote).  

Discussions about why the seemingly natural, basic sounding-out activity failed to work 
took place in the on-site seminar that the university professor facilitated. Speaking from their 
experience with the students, the candidates drew the conclusion that without a thorough 
understanding of second language learning, their intuition as native speakers to rely simply on 
sounding-out to teach ELs would not be effective, which was especially true when students’ L1s 
carry different linguistic features and cultural backgrounds (e.g., Osborne-Wilson, Sinatra, & 
Baratta, 1989).  
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In addition, the candidates identified their students’ frustration during collaborative hours 
when they struggled to express themselves in English despite heavy loads of grammar exercises 
on language accuracy. Seminar focus thus turned to some fundamental principles of building 
second language literacy guided by a sociocultural view of language learning (e.g., Zuengler & 
Miller, 2006), as well as a range of teaching strategies (e.g., Rothenberg & Fisher, 2007). The 
candidates analyzed worksheet drills that overwhelmingly emphasized the mechanics of English, 
rather than situating language skills in communication. They also recognized the opportunity the 
collaborative hours brought all when EL students were equally eager to participate and share 
ideas.  

Co-teaching a Communicative Unit 

With an understanding that language learning is highly contextualized and more complicated than 
the studying of the basics, the candidates experimented with a pedagogical strategy that pushes 
meaning-making and interactions. After three weeks of observation and participation in the ELD 
classroom, a culminating project marked the start of this new experience in which students strived 
for a more sophisticated and communicative level of language learning. Classroom activities 
shifted from pattern drills to a holistic learning experience for the ELs. With help from the 
candidates, the students performed a puppet show using the scripts they wrote based on a selected 
story3. Unlike the one-dimensional, accuracy-driven vocabulary and grammar exercises in phase 
one, here the ELs had the opportunity to select a short story, learn to adapt the story into a four-
act play, write scripts for each act (including stage directions, narration, and dialogues), role-play 
the acts, and perform on stage before a live audience. As ELs’ partners, candidates aimed to 
address various language demands of this performance-based unit, support their students 
throughout the project, and reflect on their learning as language teachers.  

The communicative project encouraged teamwork by candidates and their student 
partners. In the seminar, the candidates planned for segments of the unit, aiming to promote clear 
understanding of the story, accurate script, and effective delivery rather than basic vocabulary and 
simple sentence structures. Candidates read the stories with their students, negotiated events that 
were key to the plot, and worked on scripts that would retell the plot, describe personalities, and 
interpret funny moments. As vocabulary and general comprehension checks were discussed along 
the storylines, group conversations focused more on personal interpretations of the story. The 
candidates asked students, for instance, if it was okay to forgive the wolf for blowing down the 
pigs’ houses because of his allergy, or why Mr. Peter never used the last of his three wishes, or 
which they thought was the most crucial step Rikki-Tikki-Tavi takes to defeat the two snakes. 
Candidates found that as students tried to share and clarify their thoughts, they were more aware 
of the text and interested to explore the details. 

Writing scripts for the puppet show sounded like a daunting task to the EL students and 
the candidates at first; however, with guidance from the ELD teacher and the university professor, 
the collaboration groups treated the writing process as solving a jigsaw puzzle with scaffolding. 
Candidates prepared slips of paper on which key events and dialogues were printed. They asked 

3 Based on students’ level, interest, and the ELD curriculum, three ELD classes picked the following books, 
respectively:  
Class A: Scieszka, J. (1996). The true story of three hungry pigs. New York: Puffin Books.  
Class B: Aiken, J. (2001). The third wish. Downloadable at 
http://aparker.wiki.hoover.k12.al.us/file/view/The+Third+Wish+by+Joan+Aiken.pdf  
Class C: Kipling, R. (1894). Rikki-Tikki-Tavi. Charelston, SC: CreateSpace. 
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students to group these cues into four scenes with rationales, then add their own voices in the 
form of dialogues and narration using a bank of words, phrases, and sample frameworks to 
organize ideas (e.g., describing events chronologically, turning dialogues into narrative or vice 
versa). Writing also involved rounds of reading and revising among group members with the 
candidates taking the lead. As a student in Class A described in her free write, “We rote [sic] the 
script over [and over again] in our own sentences and our own words. [It] was a little bet trick 
[sic] but we all did good. And we did it as a group so that made it easer.” Group formats changed 
constantly based on goals. For example, candidates in pairs sometimes worked with a small group 
of five students who covered the same scene after one-on-one groupwork on specific lines or 
dialogues.  

The rehearsal was “the best time to observe all aspects of language learning taking place at 
once” (Seminar discussion transcript). During rehearsal, the class practiced reading the scripts 
aloud first in small groups, then in larger groups, and eventually on stage. The candidates modeled 
the dialogues, provided feedback, and cued students. Class B’s production of The Third Wish was 
both representative and significant in revealing how contexts and a communicative goal supported 
learning and provided the students with a “first in life-time performance, and the most exciting 
experience” (a letter by an EL student to candidates).  

The first unforgettable moment was when the candidates role-played the show in front of 
students to demonstrate how to make the dialogues come to life using tones and gestures. As 
Bridget documented, 

 
We, as a group, acted out the play garnering the enthusiastic adulation of our student 
mentees. Everyone did an excellent job, particularly Kent who shrunk himself down to the 
size of a leprechaun and shuffled around the classroom as the antagonist “Little Man”. 
Laura and Mindy flew around the room as the swan sisters, and the narrators, which 
included myself, were sure to add the sound effects. We made mistakes, over-acted, 
laughed a lot and showed the students we too were learners (Candidate Bridget, 
fieldnote).   
 

At the same time, Candidate Joanna wrote about her student’s reaction. 
 

The students really seemed to enjoy the performance. They laughed and applauded and 
were smiling while we performed. After we completed our acting, Jenny [student] told me 
that she really liked it and that we are funny. I told her that she can be loud and speak 
clear and have fun at the same time. She nodded her head and smiled (Candidate Joanna, 
fieldnote). 
 
Jenny was not the only student who was excited and impressed. Candidate Alyssa 

documented her session with Abay, who played the lead role of Mr. Peter in The Third Wish.  
 
Abay was eager to make sure no mistakes were made. He especially liked the line Mr. 
Peter said to his wife, “Mama Mia! You are so Beauuutiful!” We pair-read with other 
tutors and students through the whole play multiple times. Abay fully embraced his role 
and turned out to be a great actor. He was the loudest and most expressive student in the 
class! (Candidate Alyssa, fieldnote). 
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In “a rumble of activity” as Candidate Laura described it, the students were much more 
relaxed and communicative than before with the scaffolding of the scripts that included both 
everyday English and “fancy and complicated English” (a student’s definition of academic 
English), which initially sounded intimidating to the ELs. The opportunity to participate in 
multiple rounds of reading, writing, discussing, and role-playing gave them (as well as the 
candidates) a sense of purpose and accomplishment. Even Dailan, seemingly the quietest student 
in the class, volunteered a letter to the candidates. “I liked the reading part, because I learned how 
to read the text. We now understand [the story] better. I read more fluently. Thank you!” 
Students’ interest and effort were clearly reflected in their stage performance with the handmade 
puppets. “They tried their best to enunciate their lines, moved across stage, and used body 
language to demonstrate their emotions against large drawings of a bungalow in India, for 
example, or with various hand-made hats as the pig and the wolf” (Candidate Cynthia, fieldnote). 
The school community was their audience, whose laughter and applause filled the auditorium.  

This communicative project was enriching to candidates and their students in many levels. 
First, unlike grammar worksheets, adapting a written story into a performance was motivating, 
contextually rich, and academically challenging for ELs. For instance, Olivia noticed her student’s 
change immediately after the instructional focus shifted from worksheets to the puppet show.  

[My student] pointed out which part of his line was his favorite. I thought this was very 
sweet. I noticed that he was engaged and motivated in a stronger way because he was 
actually accountable for the work he was doing. Sometimes with worksheet homework he is 
in a hurry to finish and just get an answer down. With this assignment, he took a lot of time 
and care in rehearsing because of the pressure of the eventual performance. I learned just 
how challenging it is to remember pronunciation rules! (Candidate Olivia, fieldnote) 

Candidate Reese expressed her excitement in the project. The experience seemed equally 
rewarding and motivating to her and her peers.  

We had a good time at our table acting out the scenes and getting into character. I think this 
play is a great idea and exercises many skills that EL students need. They are having the 
opportunity to practice pronouncing their lines, writing scenes, reading their lines, speaking 
with intonation, gesturing, speaking loudly and publicly, while also being introduced to 
American literature. What a well-rounded assignment! (Candidate Reese, fieldnote) 

The communicative project brought the community together as candidates and students tried 
out strategies to improve their scripts and performance together; it also reflected the reciprocal 
nature of learning, as rightly put by Candidate Lee: “[t]he class really seemed to enjoy watching us 
perform for them and they stayed focused as we, in very dramatic fashion, with flamboyant and 
melodramatic gestures, performed the same play they put together, reinforcing the reciprocal nature 
of learning—they taught us and we taught them” (Candidate Lee, fieldnote). Other candidates, such 
as Monica, reflected on the design of the project. 

The experience of helping [students] prepare for the performance also showed me the 
importance of scaffolding in teaching English. Rather than having the students write their 
own play, we chose to have them read an existing one. I think this was a good idea. It gives 
them immediate practice with written English and pronunciation. Maybe toward the end of 
the year they could write their own play (Candidate Monica, Fieldnote).  
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Indeed, candidates were thrilled to see lights in their students’ eyes and confidence in their 

participation. With a combination of reading, writing, speaking, and performing activities, EL 
students were happy they could finally “do something in English.” In her note to her tutor, Weinan 
was glad that she was “finally feel[ing] like I can speak English!” She added that she “learned it is not 
enough for one person to read well. We need team work!” (Student Weinan note, translated from 
Chinese). 

The excitement also derived from the lines in the puppet show that EL students would 
never be given a chance to practice in class.  

 
I felt very nervous when I did the puppet show because maybe I can’t read correctly or the 
microphone can drop, or I forget how to read the word, but [the teacher candidates] helped 
me a lot. They read with, taught how to read the words, like read fast some words like baby 
cobras, or read slow, as the people can understand, and to breathe in some parts, and correct 
some wrong words that other students wrote. I think I can read better some words, … relax 
and just read. I learned is to always practice more and always “follow the flow” (Student 
Henrique, note to candidates).  
 
It was productive for Henrique and his classmates to learn English through such a 

content/content-rich activity. “It is magical to follow the flow of the interactions with my students,” 
as Candidate Richard wrote. The contrast between a decontextualized worksheet study of English 
grammar and an accumulating collaborative project on developing communicative skills offered 
candidates first-hand experience as classroom teachers and language teachers.  

 
Discussion 
 
This paper reports how single subject credential teacher candidates understood language teaching 
and supported middle-school-age ELs during the one-semester intensive fieldwork in the on-site 
pilot PDS program at Bayside. The most compelling lessons learned in this PDS environment 
addressed candidates’ developing understanding of language teaching strategies and undergirding 
principles throughout their collaborative project, where they learned to analyze the purpose, 
process, and results of classroom language exercises. First, the candidates delved into the notion 
of the basics — the fundamental language tools for writers and speakers to put their ideas 
together. They found it confusing and counterproductive to explain words without referring them 
to situations. They argued that students might not notice what differences a change in language 
form would make in the meaning of a sentence or an utterance until they are contextualized. 
Candidates’ most popular strategy of sounding out words could not fully support students, as 
correct pronunciation of syllables does not necessarily translate into understanding of meaning. In 
addition, for students whose L1s are logographic instead of phonologic (e.g., Chinese, see 
Osborne-Wilson, Sinatra, & Baratta, 1989), sounding-out as a primary strategy might probably 
complicate students’ learning to communicate meaning. In other words, the first lesson evolved 
around the realization that language development goes beyond rote memorization of basic 
grammar, vocabulary, and sentence patterns, and that language development is not simply 
sounding out letters and words. Instead, language development is a nonlinear, meaning-making 
process that happens only when learners actively use the language in various social situations with 
real purposes (Halliday, 1980; Valdés, 2001).  
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The second lesson highlighted the importance of planning and organizing engaging and 
effective activities that offer ELs an opportunity to communicate, as well as basic elements in such 
a communicative activity. Candidates’ experiences and observations in the accumulating puppet 
show project revealed that when a community of language users makes meaning and shares 
stories, they also build relationships and understand the symbolic tools (e.g., multiple languages in 
written and/or oral form) that they use (Dyson, 1997). From selecting key plots for the four 
scenes to rewriting dialogues to performing the puppet show, the level of creativity, 
thoughtfulness, and resilience demonstrated by the ELs clearly indicated the conditions for 
effective language learning, that is, students need opportunities to use the language in contexts 
when they form, negotiate, and clarify ideas with other members of the class. EL students thrive 
and feel more motivated to perform well when they perceive they are making progress in learning 
(Busse & Walter, 2013). Meanwhile, the candidates experienced a sense of purpose in designing 
and carrying out a language project, as well as intrinsic and extrinsic rewards in the process 
(Jackson, 1990).  

Student response to the communicative project further testified to the need and meaning 
of communicative tasks, as well as a supportive learning environment, which foreground a 
purpose to communicate and connect basic building blocks with the sociolinguistic, pragmatic, 
and functional skills of delivering (Hymes, 1972). Language as a symbolic and social tool has to 
be used for a purpose and in a community of participants (Vygotsky, 1978). As seen in the 
praying mantis discussion, the turn-taking of characters in the puppet show, and the use of tones, 
gestures, and facial expressions among characters, the negotiation demonstrated how important 
context is in creating meaningful interactions, and in giving students an opportunity to relate to 
what they know. For the ELs, the communicative project was much more challenging and 
stimulating than a multiple-choice worksheet on reading comprehension. With teacher candidates 
and peers at their side, they shared their ideas, asked questions, and explained their choices. 
Candidates in turn experienced how they could integrate reading, writing, speaking, listening, and 
performing to engage students. As most candidates did not have former training in teaching 
English, the collaboration introduced them to the notion that every teacher is a language teacher 
(Fan, 2013) because building language literacy skills among ELs lies in teachers’ concerted efforts 
from all subject matters to create opportunities for students to express themselves in English.  
 
Reflection on the PDS 
 
Bayside as a PDS offered social learning spaces with rich opportunities for candidates to make 
sense of the language, ELs and teaching, and to “merge theoretical and practical learning” 
(Darling-Hammond, Pacheco, & Michelli, 2005, p. 460). First, in this safe, supportive, and 
productive environment, all parties were actively involved in meaning-making and problem-
solving language activities where they supported each other by contributing understanding and 
experience from their funds of knowledge (Moll, Amanti, Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992). Because of 
the rapport and collaboration among all members, this learning community was able to experiment 
with a highly communicative unit that activated EL interest and passion, eased their fear of failure 
(Swain, 2013), and pushed for higher expectations in language production (Fillmore, 2014). The 
PDS setting enriched the social and academic learning of both the students and their teacher 
candidate partners through supervision from the ELD teachers and the university instructor, who 
guided the candidates to observe, identify, and inquire how their students responded to the 
language assignments. 
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Second, the PDS setting rendered a reflective approach that encourages candidates to 
analyze two different curricula focuses – grammar-focused vs. communication-driven – in real 
classrooms. The successful puppet show project demonstrated that it is possible to create a 
“permeable” (Dyson, 1997) and yet rigorous curriculum that gives students a role to play and that 
differentiates language tasks based on their social and linguistic backgrounds (Lucas & Villegas, 
2013; Turkan et al., 2014). In their seminar, candidates constantly asked how a work session with 
ELs could situate grammatical knowledge in building reading, writing, speaking, and listening, 
and what scaffolding, other than individual attention and feedback, could be offered. At the same 
time, they analyzed students’ powerful demonstrations of what worked and how they made sense 
of language form and meaning every week. A combination of weekly journals, interviews, and 
teaching material critiques further grounded their learning with their ELs.  “I honestly could not 
have asked for a better lesson for these students and for myself as a social study teacher,” as 
candidate Laura noted in her final report on her experience at Bayside.  
 
Implications 
 
Pre-service teacher education is crucial in the development of linguistically responsive teachers in 
public schools (Lucas & Villegas, 2013), in that it lays the foundation for the set of knowledge, 
skills, and disposition, as well as the inquiry methods needed to understand the complex nature of 
culturally diverse classrooms. Situated teacher learning in university-school partnership, such as 
the one described in this study, offers candidates an incentive to understand the need to build 
specialized knowledge in literacy and second language learning, to create a community of 
language users, and to work with ELs as active participants in such a community. This practice 
explored ways to establish a collegial community where such questions as what it means to learn a 
second language and how to make the learning process meaningful and productive for ELs are 
explored by teacher candidates, university faculty, and schoolteachers. Such professional 
development opportunities should be an integral part of teacher education programs to fill the gap 
between theory and practice. Candidates will be transitioned to systematic training in such areas 
as lesson planning, instruction, and assessment, along with seminars on equity, social justice, and 
empathy. Future research is needed to investigate how EL students negotiate multiple resources 
and learning opportunities made possible by efforts to build community-based teacher education 
programs.  
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